You can use the Wall Mount to secure your
Kitty Kasa™ module or accessory to any vertical
surface strong enough to support the weight of
the Kasa, the Wall Mount, and one or more cats
of course!
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1. Identify the mounting location.
2. Hold the Wall Mount up to the
mounting location. Use a level to
ensure the unit is parallel to the
ground.
3. Mark the drill points.
4. If needed, pre-drill the mounting points
to make it easier to sink the mounting
screws.
5. Thread washers onto screws.
6. Mount the unit by drilling in the
mounting hardware. We recommend
using small washers for an even more
secure mount. If you are not using the
provided hardware, make sure to use at
least 4 screws, bolts, etc. when
mounting.
7. Place your Kitty Kasa™ module on the
Wall Mount. Use the 4 Kitty Klip™ pins
to secure the feet of the Kitty Kasa™ to
the Wall Mount. (NOTE: if your Kitty
Kasa™ has rubber foot pads installed,
these will need to be removed before
the unit can be locked to the Wall
Mount).

We highly recommend mounting this
item to wooden building studs, beams
or similarly strong, dense material that
will support at least 40lbs of weight.
DO NOT mount directly to drywall, thin
plywood or pressboard, etc. Use the
same caution in mounting your Kitty
Kasa™ Wall Mount that you would use
when installing shelving intended to
hold books or other heavy items.
Make sure your pets can safely access
and depart the mounted Kitty Kasa™
unit. You can use coffee tables, sofa
arms, windowsills, and other Kitty
Kasa™ units to give your cats access to
their elevated home.
Do not use the mounted Kitty Kasa™
unit as a shelf, bookstand, etc.
Do not use the mounted Kitty Kasa™
unit or the Wall Mount itself as a step.

WARNING: These are general guidelines only.
You are responsible for ensuring that the
mounting location is secure, and that the
mounting hardware used is adequate to the
task. If you are unsure of how to go about
mounting the unit, consult a handy-person,
carpenter, or someone with experience
installing shelving.
We have provided 4 standard wood screws and
4 small washers. These can be used to safely
mount the unit to wooden building studs or
beams.
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1 Identify mounting location

5 Thread washers onto mounting screws

2 Level mount

6 Anchor Wall Mount to surface

3 Hold in level position and mark drill holes

7 Secure Kasa to Wall Mount with Kitty Klips™

4 Drill pilot holes for mounting screws
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